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NL719 Meadow Blanket 
Product Data Sheet 

 

Plant list 

                                 

 

Technical Data 

 Thickness (mm) 20.0 
 Dry weight (kg/m2) 19.2  

 Saturated weight (kg/m2) 37.0 

 Stormwater retention(L/m2) 

 

Packaging Properties 

17.3 

 Length (m) 2.0 

 Width (m) 1.1 

 Area (m2) 2.0 

 Diameter of rolled vegetation (m) 

 Length of rolled vegetation (m)                  

0.3 

1.1 

 Sat. Weight of rolled vegetation (kg)           74.0  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bee Pollinator Meadow Mix is full of nectar and pollen producing annuals (A) and perennials (P) beneficial to bees.  

 

New England Aster (P) Black Eyed Susan (P) Borage (A) Butterfly Weed (P) 

Corn Poppy (A) Eastern Columbine (P) Forget-Me-Not (A) Perennial Gaillardia (P) 

Lance Leaf Coreopsis (P) Lemon Mint (A) Partridge Pea (A) Perennial Lupines (P) 

Purple Coneflower (P) Mignonette (A) White Clover (P) Wild Bergamot (P) 

 

*Plant list is subject to change based on availability of seeds/cuttings 

Product Description 

The NL719 Sedum Blanket consists of a carrier 

made up of a water retention fleece on one side 

and a polymer loop network on the other. The 

carrier is offset by 100mm, to create an overlap on 

both sides of the roll. Engineered growing medium 

and specially selected seeds and cuttings are then 

distributed evenly over the three-dimensional 

polymer coil loop network, to establish the pre-

cultivated vegetation mat. NL719 Meadow Blankets 

are guaranteed to have a minimum of 80% 

vegetation coverage at the time of shipping.  

 

Recommended application 

 NL719 should be installed on a depth of 130 mm of 

growing media or greater. 

 Abut tightly all end and side seams. 

 Start next row with a half roll so the end joints stagger 

between rows. 

 Cut and fit to the edge of the non-vegetated border zone 

along the roof edge and around penetrations. 

 Saturate sedum mats thoroughly.  

 Meadow plants are a low traffic plant. Avoid damage by 

excessive walking and storing items on vegetation. 

Bee Pollinator 
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